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Sambandha Tattva
t is important at this point that the
principle of Sambandha should be
discussed in depth. Who am I? The
answer to this question must of
necessity include discussion of the
subject of Sambandha or the knowledge of relationships that exists between
God—the Creator, mortal beings and the
elements of creation. Astronomers of old
inferred that the earth, their dwelling place,
was the centre of the universe. However,
with the advancement in learning, the position of such a centre is now understood to
be elsewhere in the solar system or even
beyond. Mortal beings with their limited
knowledge and near-sightedness, self-centered as they are, naturally consider themselves to be the central figure. Thus the
search for self-satisfaction has become indispensable in the human world and is really a
force to reckon with. The religious scholars
tried their best to shift this mode of thinking from gross to subtle and in this they
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advised mankind to concentrate their aim
on achieving a state of sublime satisfaction
of mind, intellect and the inner-self instead
of seeking external sensual satisfaction. The
atheistic philosophy of Chårvåk advised the
pursuit of materialistic fulfillment, considering this to be of prime importance and
had no qualm in advocating the adoption of
unfair or even evil means in order to procure more and more material gratification as
long as this was seen to benefit the majority
of mankind. Chårvåk’s followers believing
in the ‘Greatest good for the greatest number’ or the theory of ‘Utilitarianism’ propagated the achievement of materialistic satisfaction by any means, by one and all, to be
the highest and ultimate aim of life. It
appears as if this viewpoint has been widely
accepted in the modern era of the materialistic, scientific world. Although this viewpoint is no doubt very attractive and alluring for the materialists, those who believe in
the Eternal Entity, and whose intellect and

foresight has moved beyond the mundane sensual
world and reached a transcendental state, have declared
this so called and apparent satisfaction to be mean, despicable, deceitful and self-deceptive. The atheistic
philosophies of Buddhism and other similar disciplines
condemned and discarded the practice of seeking mental and physical satisfaction as trifling, and declared the
subtle inner self as the foremost, main, and only instrument to attain salvation and to do away with the miseries of life. They concluded that one should therefore
strive to attain total emancipation or Mahånirvå@a in
order to get rid of suffering due to material bondage
and have prescribed practicing non-violence, kindness,
mercy and stoic abnegation based on the principles of
rigid moral codes. The theistic Buddhist philosophers,
who were apparent supporters of the Vedic school were
unsatisfied with the theory of total emancipation or
‘nihilism’ and concluded the presence of a Conscious Entity completely free from all earthly materialism
and endowed with various transcendental feelings without which all
other feelings were illusory and false.
The scholars of the Måyåvåda or
Ía&karite school concluded however
that attainment of salvation—the
inexpressible abode was the ultimate
goal to effectively realise the principle of ‘so’ha^’ or ‘I am the supreme’
which may be achieved by repeated
discussion and practice.

conception. They proclaimed that the material ‘self’
was the ultimate supreme principle in the world and
that there existed nothing superior to this. Everything,
they concluded, was created for the utility, enjoyment
and satisfaction of mankind. As such, man was the
supreme principle of truth or the Brahmån himself and
seeking fulfillment became a must and final goal. The
learned scholars and believers in truth or the heliocentric principle were, however, not at all satisfied with
such a view of the supremacy of mankind.

isputes among philosophers regarding the
origin and cause of the universe arose and
resulted in the emergence of various other
theories in the matter. Scientists, the believers in the material theory opined that the universe had
evolved from a state of imperfection to total perfection
whereas the theists believed in the
existence of an imperfect world in
a relative position to the perfect
Supreme. Other different viewpoints also originated out of mixing these two doctrines and the
powerful ‘brahmaväda’ or the
theory of pure and formless consciousness put forward by Ír(
Ía&karåchåryya occupied a middle position between these two.
The gross and subtle naturalistic
theories of Chårvåk and those of
Buddhism, Så&khya—founded
by Ír( Kapila, and the doctrines
of the Íivaites occupied an inferiBut the most fortunate clan of
human society noticed the geocentric thought of or position relative to Brahmavåda. Whereas the Íaivaancient philosophers among such other various appar- vißi!$a-advaitavåd of Ír( Kånta, and Vai!@ava-vißi!$aent diverse theories. The skillful construction of speech, advaitavåd of Ír( Råmånuja occupied a higher status
discussion and deliberation therein could not impress above the theory of singular consciousness or Kevalathe pure hearts of the great devotees. They felt heart- advaitavåda of Ír( Ía&karåchåryya.
rending pain to notice the insubstantial, barren extrovert thinking which they considered as painful as a The proclamation of the material self to be the supreme
great forest fire. They considered this deceptive practice and the lord of all things, was apparently taken to be
of the believers in the inductive process to be fruitless. the philosophy of the highest order and the means of
The school of extrovert philosophers, who did not achieving sensual satisfaction. But actually Ía&kara
believe in the deductive process referred to in the Holy considered this to be totally illusory and false and that
Scriptures was thus totally condemned by the great Brahma-nirvå@a or the attainment of salvation to be the
devotees. Their inability to understand the positive side ultimate aim in life. He called for a total eradication of
of eternal existence and the satisfaction experienced by the exploitation of the material world as the means to
the pure self, is clearly understood to be what com- gain the ultimate goal of mankind in this despicable,
pelled such a painful stance.
painful and transitory world and declared that ‘so’ha^’,
We can see that the blessed scholars with their subtle ‘Tattvåmß(’, ‘Sarva^ khalv ida^ brahma’, ‘Brahma
vision were in a position to notice that the Unitarian satya^ jagan mithyå’, and other similar expressions of
philosophy of Chårvåk was saturated with egotism and the Vedic scriptures were the actual essence of the ultithat this egoistic principle became the mainstay of their mate knowledge.
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‘The geocentric
theory is
despicable,
anti-progressive
and leads to the
degradation of
man’
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Ía&kara concluded that worshiping God though a
pious practice, was delusive and vain and would ultimately prove to be false in the final judgment and there
was absolutely no place for existence of any dual entity
in his unitary principle of neha nånåsti kichana. The
thoughts and ideas of the sages and seers, known and
knowable are also transitory, fugitive, very temporary
and superficial, saturated with delusion and falsehood.
Perfect truth is beyond the perception of knowledge;
formless, unknown and unknowable and may be experienced only through samådhi, a state of deep meditation comparable to profound satisfactory sleep. Learned
scholars who had launched various other doctrines ultimately accepted the Ía&kara
philosophy whole-heartedly.
owever,
the
•chåryyas from
the
four
Vai!@avite
schools, and in particular Ír(
Råmånuja
and
Ír(
Madhyåchåryya and also Ír(
Kånta of the Íaivite school,
decried the forceful stream
of
thought
of
Ía&karåchåryya as being
anti-Vedic, opposed to the
Vedic scriptures and only
apparent theism in the pursuit of Brahman, supporting
undivided consciousness
without any form; in other
words, they considered
Kevala-advaitavåda to be
geocentric in nature like
other materialistic philosophies. How such a viewpoint
may actually be the truth is the subject of our discussion.
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feel proud as he considers himself again as the master.
Therefore geocentricism is against man’s attempt to elevate himself due to his being compelled to roam within the ‘similar to self’ plane, devoid of a touch of the
ultimate truth being forced to turn away if he is to
adhere to this principle in reality. Finally he is thus
forced to fix his role to wander in the sphere of similar
or inferior association due to co-relative thought. geocentricism brings about his downfall since the attempt
to obtain material enjoyment of the highest order for
him and his class of beings by the association of matter,
degrades him to the lowly position of a rank materialist
bent under the heavy load as determined by the laws of
nature. Fine analysis of this
type of materialism reveals a
thousand problems surfacing in this the sensory
world.

This is the reason the
learned scholars have repeatedly warned us to become
detached from one associated with karma only, and
condemned such material
pursuit. This is supported
by such scriptural advice as
‘d)re@a hy avara^ karma’—
{Bg 2>49}, etc. Instead of
sinking deeper into the mire
of filth which the followers
of
geocentrism
must
inevitably become prey to,
by accepting the negative
interpretations offered by
the Buddhist or Íha&karite
philosophies, we may instead be able to understand the
true meaning “nirmatsarå@å^ satå^” as propounded in
Ír(mad Bhågavatam. If with extreme patience, impartiality, kindness and generosity we can discover the reaThe geocentric theory is despicable, anti-progressive son for the degradation of the soul while attempting to
and leads to the degradation of man. The theory of util- free him from geocentricism, we will see that Ír(la
itarianism has been made to camouflage the transparent Vyåsadev made no mistake when he asserts that a real
and vile meanness of the geocentric theory. Man of saint is always free from the quality of envy, and we will
kind-hearted nature will usually run after happiness to properly understand his necessity to prescribe the
save himself and will want the same for all others of his adjunct of non-envy when describing the nature of the
kind. At the same time it strikes his heart that the godly souls.
search for purely selfish happiness alone must certainly
be a nefarious deed. In this way the principle of worshipping superiors or God worship came to be set in
motion in the pursuit of more noble objects. However
in the course of showing pity to inferiors and eradicating the needs of the indigent invariably causes one to
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Nit*i-Pada-Kamala

By the
Grace of

Nityånanda Prabhu
you will get

Everything
Ír( Ír(la Bhakti Sundar Govinda Dev-Gosw*m( Mah*r*j
Appearance day of Ír( Nityånanda Prabhu, Ír( Nabadw(p Dhåm, February 10th 2006
oday is Nityånanda Prabhu’s
appearance day, and it is a most
joyful day for this world, because
the divine conception that is
Mahåprabhu’s gift, is coming to
us through the personality of
Nityånanda Prabhu. Advaita
•chåryya
Prabhu
and
Nityånanda Prabhu both are spreading Mahåprabhu’s
conception, K±!@a consciousness throughout the
Universe.

Bengal near to Burdwan, in Ekachakrå. There is a
famous village there, which at present is known as
V(rachandrapur. V(rachandra Prabhu was the son of
Nityånanda Prabhu, and to honour his name it is
famous at present as V(rachandrapur. Gaurå&ga
Mahåprabhu also went there and so everyone is worshipping that place. And Ír(la Guru Mahåråj after
withdrawing from the missionary activities of the
Gau#(ya Ma$h, he went to Ekachakrågråm and made
his full da@#abat there to invoke Nityånanda Prabhu’s
grace. And there he heard this, “What is existing within you, the wealth of the mercy of Mahåprabhu, which
In the Scripture it is written:
is your own property; you are not giving that to others, then why you are coming here and asking for My
eka mahåprabhu åra prabhu duijana
mercy, My blessings today?” Then Guru Mahåråj
dui prabhu seve mahåprabhura chara@a
reflecting deeply on this, decided he would now accept
C.c. Adi: 7.14
disciples. Before that, Guru Mahåråj had resolved not
to take disciples and that, alone, like Lokanath
“One is Mahåprabhu and He is Gaurå&gasundar, Goswåm(, he would practice his whole life. But when
famous in Nabadw(p Dhåm, who later became known Nityånanda Prabhu gave His order, “If you not will
as Ír( K±!@a Chaitanya. And Nityånanda and Advaita give your property to others you cannot ask for My
•chåryya they are both Prabhu {master} and they are mercy.” Then Guru Mahåråj decided he would accept
some disciples. Actually this is why there are not so
serving Mahåprabhu’s conception.”
Mahåprabhu’s preaching conception was many disciples of Guru Mahåråj, but after this realisaspread mainly by Nityånanda Prabhu. By His mercy, tion, he accepted those who approached him, only for
He has given everything—full-fledged K±!@a con- making Nityånanda Prabhu happy.
Today is the day of Nityånanda Prabhu. And
sciousness—to everyone. And K±!@adåsa Kaviråj
Goswåm(, he has written very nicely, that actually, we in his last days when Guru Mahåråj was in his zone,
are all fallen souls and our only hope is the mercy of upstairs in his rooms, he is always chanting, “Dayal
Nityånanda Prabhu. And he told in Chaitanya-char - Nitåi, Dayal Nitåi.” Always his consciousness was
under Nityånanda Prabhu’s mercy, and he was always
itåm±ta: “I am the evidence of that.”
Nityånanda Prabhu was born in Birbhum district of thinking of Nityånanda Prabhu. Even when he is
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showing sickness, at that time the servitors of Guru Mahåråj would
ask him, “Shall I give your chanting beads, you will get some
relief.” Guru Mahåråj replied, “No, no, no I have Nityånanda
Prabhu, you give these chanting beads to Govinda Mahåråj.” It is
very clear. And “Dayal Nitåi, Dayal Nitåi,” this always he was calling.
Actually if you read and try to understand the meaning
of Nityånanda Prabhu’s song, composed by Ír(la Narottam Dås
¢håkur, “Nitåi-pada-kamala”, you will understand the truth
about Nityånanda Prabhu.

Kaviråj Goswåm( has given some example about his own self;

nitåi-pada-kamala, ko$i-chandra-suß(tala,
ye chhåyåya jagata ju#åy
heno nitåi bine bhåi, rådhå-k±!@a påite nåi,
d±#ha kori’ dharo nitåira påya

preme matta nityånanda k±på-avatåra
uttama, adhama, kichhu nå kare vichåra

se sambandha nåhi yåra, b±thå janma gelo tåra,
sei paßu bo#o duråchåra
nitåi nå bolilo mukhe, majilo sa^såra-sukhe,
vidyå-kule ki koribe tåra
aha&kåre matta haiå, nitåi-pada påsariyå,
asatyere satya kori måni
nitåiyer koru@å habe, braje rådhå-k±!@a påbe,
dharo nitåiyera chara@a du’khåni
nitåiyer chara@a satya, ta&håra sevaka nitya,
nitåi-pada sadå koro åßa
narottama bo#o du%khi, nitåi more koro sukhi
råkho rå&gå-chara@era påßa
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This is Narottam Dås ¢håkur’s prayer to Nityånanda Prabhu, and
it is giving in a short way the main conception about Nityånanda
Prabhu. That is, without the mercy of Nityånanda Prabhu you not
will proceed even one inch in your spiritual life, and so many
examples we can see that illustrate this. Especially K±!@a Dås

jagåi mådhåi haite mui se påpi!$ha
pur(!era k($a haite mui se laghi!$ha
mora nåma ßune yei tåra pu@ya k!aya
mora nåma laya yei tåra påpa haya
emana nirgh±@a more kebå k±på kare
eka nityånanda vinu jagat bhitare

ye åge pa#aye, tåre karaye niståra
ataeva nistårilå mo-hena duråchåra
C.c Adi: 5. 205-9
“Although I am without a doubt the most fallen and abominable,
I have taken shelter of Nityånanda Prabhu’s lotus feet, and He has
embraced me, and given all spiritual wealth to me.”
åre åre k±!@adåsa, nå karaha bhaya
v±@dåvane yåha,—tå&hå sarva labhya haya
C.c. Adi: 5.195
“By the grace of Nityånanda Prabhu I have got V±@davan Dhåm.
He ordered me, ‘Go to V±@davan, and there you will receive your
super benefit.’ And when I came to V±@davan, I have got the lotus
feet of Rådhå-Madana-Mohan, Rådhå-Govinda, and RådhåGopinath. And the supermost devotees of Ír( Chaitanya
Mahåprabhu; Ír(la R)pa Goswåm(, Ír(la Sanåtan Goswåm(, Ír(la
J(va Goswåm(, Ír(la Raghunåth Dås Goswåm(—from all the
Goswåm(s I have gotten the dust of their lotus feet and received
their mercy. Very exclusively they have embraced me, and particularly I have the mercy of Ír(la Raghunåth Dås Goswåm( and Ír(la
R)pa Goswåm(.”

When he composed Ír( Chaitanya-charitåm±ta, there he has
written:
ßr(-r)pa-raghunåtha-pade yåra åßa
chaitanya-charitåm±ta kahe k±!@dåsa
Without the mercy of R)pa-Raghunåth we cannot understand
Chaitanya Mahåprabhu, and without the mercy of Nityånanda
Prabhu we cannot enter into that Chaitanya-l(lå, and the
V±@davan-l(lå. Nitåiyer koru@å habe, braje rådhå-k±!@a påbe. If you
will get the mercy of Nityånanda Prabhu, then simultaneously you
will get the mercy of all the Vai!@avas and Mahåprabhu, Ír(
Chaitanyadev. All is depending upon the mercy of Nityånanda
Prabhu.
ook at the character of Ír(la Raghunåth Dås Goswåm(.
Raghunåth Dås Goswåm( had an extremely renounced
mentality although he was incredibly wealthy. Both his
father and his uncle wanted to give all their riches and
property to him, for his benefit, but he did not want anything.
Only, he wanted to get Mahåprabhu’s and
Nityånanda Prabhu’s mercy.
Many times Raghunåth Dås
Goswåm( tried to leave his family life to
join with Mahåprabhu’s group but he was
always unsuccessful. His father was determined to prevent him leaving and used all
his strength and influence to do this.
Security guards, accomplished fighters,
were employed to keep him at home and so
he was unable to leave. Then one day
Nityånanda Prabhu came to Pånihå$i.
Raghunåth Dås Goswåm(‘s house was perhaps only seven miles or so from there, and
seeing his opportunity he told his father,
“My dear father, Nityånanda Prabhu has
come nearby and I want to go and worship
Him.” His father said, “Yes, that is no difficulty, if you will not run away from home
then you can go.” So Raghunåth Dås went
to Nityånanda Prabhu, and Nityånanda
Prabhu blessed him saying “Yes, now you
have come to me, you will get relief. But before that I have one
condition; with me are a thousand devotees, you feed them today
and make a feast here. I want to see that.”
And Raghunåth Dås Goswåm( immediately he arranged
dadhi {yoghurt}, chi±a {flat-rice} k!(ra, sandeßa, rasagullå, and
banana, and so many other foodstuffs. That festival is known as
Dadhi-Chi±å-Mahotsava, it is very famous and every year the devotees are celebrating that at Pånihå$i. ISKCON are always making
a big festival and our party is also going there. It is also known as
the Da@#a-Mahotsava, the punishment of Raghunåth Dås
Goswåm( enabling him to enter into the Chaitanya-l(lå.
Raghunåth Dås Goswåm( fed all the devotees there, and not only
that he gave some pra@ami in the form of gold coins. According to
their positions all the devotees were given pra@ami. Nityånanda
Prabhu was given the largest quantity of gold coins, then Råghava
Pa@#it some quantity of gold coins, and then the general devotees,
everyone got some money from Raghunåth Dås Goswåm(. And
Nityånanda Prabhu was so happy that he gave His lotus feet to the
head of Raghunåth Dås Goswåm(, and told, “Now you are clean
from your family life. I am giving you entrance—you will get Lord
Chaitanya Mahåprabhu.” And shortly afterwards when the next
chance came to him, Raghunåth Dås Goswåm( went to Chaitanya
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Mahåprabhu, to join His mission in Pur(. From his home it took
twelve days to reach Mahåprabhu, and almost the whole time, day
and night he ran to reach there. Anyhow that is another history but
the fact is that by the grace of Nityånanda Prabhu, Raghunåth Dås
Goswåm( got relief from family life and attained the service of Ír(
Chaitanyadev. And Kaviråja Goswåm( also, by satisfying
Nityånanda Prabhu’s dear servitor, M(naketan Råma Dås,
Nityånanda Prabhu blessed him.
Nityånanda Prabhu was so very happy with Kaviråja
Goswåm(, and in a dream, early in the morning, Nityånanda
Prabhu appeared in front of him. He has very expertly expressed
Nityånanda Prabhu’s divine form; a very big form, as a great master with so many ornaments, etc. Nityånanda Prabhu was Avadh)t.
Avadh)t means, who is the self-controller, not controlled by the
scriptural rules and regulations, but whatever he is doing, that is
perfect, and that is always right. That type of person is called
Avadh)t. The nature of the Avadh)t has been given in Tantra
Íåstra.
anta% ßåkta% bahi% ßaiva%
sabhåyå^ vai!@avo mata%

‘Nity*nanda Prabhu,
He became known
by everyone as
‘Avadh)t,’ even the
people forgot that His
name was
Nity*nanda. They
would say “Oh,
Avadh)t is coming,”

That is the Avadh)t’s nature. He can do
anything and everything and will never be
considered to be wrong. And if externally
it is wrong in the eyes of others, then that
is also right> This is the kind of activity of
the Avadh)t. And Nityånanda Prabhu, He
became known by everyone as ‘Avadh)t’.
Everyone is calling Him, ‘Avadh)t’, even
the people forgot that His name was
Nityånanda. They would say “Oh,
Avadh)t is coming,” like that. And when
K±!@adås Kaviråja Goswåm( has got
Nityånanda Prabhu’s mercy he has
expressed that in Ír( Chaitanyacharitåm±ta, and he went to V±@davan.
And really it is the truth that K±!@adås
Kaviråja Goswåm(, he is the most worshippable master of the Ír( Chaitanya
Sampradåya.

nother thing I must mention to you all because you are
the proprietors of that: our Ír( Chaitanya Såraswat Ma$h
in Sevå Kuja, V±@davan. That place was given by Ír(la
R)pa Goswåm(—by his order Ír(la J(va Goswåm( has
given that to us. How this came about you will be astonished to
hear. I already had one property in V±@davan. I purchased that on
the border side of the Parikramå Mårga. It was a big property, but
when I constructed a building there, a great thunderstorm came
and it was demolished. Then I am thinking there must be some
reason for this and so I waited two or three years to see what will
be. Thereafter, my telephone was inactive—no line in or out. So I
am thinking, is the phone working or not, and now and again lifting the receiver to see if there is any dial tone. This day I lifted the
receiver and on the line at that very moment was the voice of a
friend of mine from V±@davan, “Oh Govinda Mahåråj, within fifteen days R)pa Goswåm(’s property will be released by the government for purchase. After then the government will again withdraw
it. If you want that property please send one person and make registration.” I was surprised to hear that news but the amount of
money required to secure that property I did not have at that time,
so I asked him, “Immediately within fifteen days, how shall I
collect that amount of money?” He told me, “Don’t worry, I shall
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and next to so many other Goswåm(’s just the other side of our
wall. Anyhow, everything is coming by the grace of Ír( Nityånanda
Prabhu, because my Guru Mahåråj is so much attached with
Nityånanda Prabhu’s lotus feet—this he has shown. And we are
feeling Guru Mahåråj as the incarnation of Nityånanda Prabhu.
The Scripture confirms that Gurudev is always non-different form
of Nityånanda Prabhu, and Nityånanda Prabhu, He is non-different form of Chaitanya Mahåprabhu. Then, nitåiyer koru@å habe,
braje rådhå-k±!@ påbe, dharo nitåi-chara@a du’khåni.
Here is one thing to understand. Depending on your
own position you will feel if you have Nityånanda Prabhu’s mercy
or not. You will feel that within you, and if you have got it, you
will be fully satisfied.
ityånanda Prabhu appeared before Chaitanya
Mahåprabhu in Ekachakrå in Birbhum. That area is
called Rå#hadeßa, where the earth is very strong, but
muddy.
Nityånanda Prabhu was very tall.
Mahåprabhu was two inches taller than Nityånanda Prabhu, and
Nityånanda Prabhu was almost seven feet tall. And after
Nityånanda Prabhu had taken his birth all auspiciousness come to
Rå#hadeßa. He grew up there with the children of village, and His
Pastimes was all very miraculous. He is always playing K±!@a-l(lå,
from His childhood, and many wonderful descriptions of that
have been given in the Scriptures. His father’s name was Hå#åi
Pa@#it, and His mother was Padmåvat(. He was there only son and
the joy of their lives. But one day a sannyås( came to their house,
and requested then to give their boy to accompany him on his pilgrimage. Hå#åi Pa@#it was besides himself to hear that, but the
sannyås(‘s demand, he cannot deny. So he gave Nityånanda
Prabhu to that sannyås( and became half-mad in separation.
Mother Padmåvat( fainted, but still they have given, because this is
their religion, if any sannyås(, especially a Vai!@ava sannyås( will
ask anything then you must give that to him, even their own life
they can give. And Nityånanda Prabhu was more than life to
Hå#åi Pa@#it, but still he has given. And that sannyås( took
Nityånanda Prabhu away. Some say that sannyås( was
Mådhavendra Pur(, that is not clear, but no doubt he was a great
personality, and Nityånanda Prabhu served him. Then
Nityånanda Prabhu went on pilgrimage to the holy places with
that sannyås( all over India. And when that sannyås( disappeared
then Nityånanda Prabhu felt, “Now My time has come to join
with Chaitanyadev—Nimåi Pa@#it, in Nabadw(p Dhåm.” His
feelings clearly manifested within Him, and He appeared to the
common people as if mad, an Avadh)t.
He is always thinking Himself to be Balaråma, and His
activities were like that. He is not hiding that, and He knows that
Nimåi Pa@#it is really K±!@a Himself. He told in His life history,
“I asked to the Brajabås(, ’Where is K±!@a?’ They told me, ‘K±!@a
has taken birth in Nabadw(p, Måyåpur. He is growing there.’ And
so I came here, and I am asking ‘Where is Nimåi Pa@#it’s house,
where is Nimåi Pa@#it’s house?’ ” When He found that out he hid
in Måyåpur, waiting to see if Mahåprabhu will discover Him. He
was staying at Nandan •chåryya Bhavan, the house of Nandan
•chåryya, who was Mahåprabhu’s very dear devotee. And that day
Mahåprabhu told his devotees, “Last night I had a dream;

N

give the money and you give that to me later, you just send one
person and he will register that property for you.” Then after again
replacing the telephone, the line was dead. So anyway I sent
P)r@ånanda Prabhu, and he made the registration. That is 96 Sevå
Kuja Road, V±@davan. It is the property of Ír(la R)pa Goswåm(
and Ír(la J(va Goswåm( directly adjoining J(va Goswåm(’s land. It
is the mercy of Nityånanda Prabhu, otherwise it is not possible,
and it is a miraculous thing. And also, Kaviråja Goswåm(’s house
is opposite that property, and so many highly respected Vai!@ava
societies, wanted to purchase that, but I prayed to Nityånanda
Prabhu, if Kaviråja Goswåm(‘s property will come to me then that
will be very good. And finally that property also come to me and
if you will go there in the future, you will see that K±!@adåsa
Kaviråja Goswåm(’s place is well organised and developed by the
Ír( Chaitanya Såraswat Ma$h in V±@davan.
Actually Guru Mahåråj told me, “If you want to make
something, make it in Govarddhan, because Govarddhan is our
proper place. We will stay the night in Govarddhan, and in the
daytime we will go to Rådhå-Ku@#a, and serve Rådhårå@(, etc.
This is our inner form of aspiration, then if you will do anything
then that shall be in Govarddhan.” And first I have done that, in
Govarddhan. If you will go to Govarddhan now, you will see our
glorious centre there, very large with two guest houses for the
devotees, and the temple of Giriråj and a beautiful temple garden.
But I observed that all our devotees attention is in V±@davan, and
they want to go to V±@davan even if that means staying in a hotel.
They are not staying in Govarddhan for more than two or three
days. Without any inner and deeper feeling then there is nothing
to see and nothing to feel there. So they are going to V±@davan and
doing their own business there and I am losing the devotees.
Seeing this I meditated on Guru Mahåråj, and I think I must do
something in V±@davan, for our devotees. My duty is service; service to the Deity, the Mission and the devotees. I have got this duty
from my Guru Mahåråj. Then I established our Ma$h in V±@davan
also, and happily I have got shelter there, next to R)pa Goswåm(,
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tåla-dhvaja eka ratha—sa^sårera såra
åsiyå rahila ratha—åmåra duyåra
C. Bhåg Madhya 3. 142
A great personality in a chariot bearing the flag of the palm tree,
came and is asking my address. Now I am thinking someone has
come, a special personality, you please search Him out. He must

be in Nabadw(p, somewhere.” The devotees searched everywhere,
but they could not find Nityånanda Prabhu. Then they came back
and told Mahåprabhu, “We could not find Him anywhere.” Then
Mahåprabhu said, “It is a very hidden matter, I am going.”
Directly he went to the Nandan •chåryya Bhavan, and there sitting on the veranda was Nityånanda Prabhu. Mahåprabhu and His
devotees saw Nityånanda Prabhu, and upon seeing each other,
Mahåprabhu and Nityånanda Prabhu both fainted. Then waking
they embraced, and again fainted there. After some time they
regained their senses, and they are
crying in the name of K±!@a.
Nityånanda Prabhu said, “I went to
V±@davan but K±!@a is not there.
Then someone told me You are
here in Nabadw(p, so I have come,
now You save Me>”
That was the first day that
Nityånanda Prabhu joined in
Mahåprabhu‘s sa@k(rttan. And up
to His last day, Nityånanda Prabhu
preached Chaitanya Mahåprabhu’s
glories. Mahåprabhu preached
K±!@a consciousness, and gave
Harinåm-sa@k(rttan to everyone,
He gave that Hare K±!@a Mahåmantra to all, and Nityånanda
Prabhu, He gave something even
more; the glories of Ír( Chaitanya
Mahåprabhu. His preaching style
was:
bhaja gaurå&ga kaha gaurå&ga laha gaurå&gera nåma
ye jana gaurå&nga bhaje sei amåra prå@a
“Who is worshipping Lord Gaurå&ga, he is My life and soul,” this
way Nityånanda Prabhu preached. And His preaching was so successful. Mahåprabhu gave R)pa-Sanåtan upper India for preaching, Mahåprabhu Himself took South India for preaching, and
Mahåprabhu gave East India to Nityånanda Prabhu. And after
Nityånanda Prabhu, V(rachandra Prabhu taken the rudder and
after V(rachandra Prabhu, Narottam Dås ¢håkur has taken the
rudder of the ship of Nityånanda Prabhu. That preaching was so
glorious, and still we are seeing that, by the preaching of Narottam
Dås ¢håkur, everyone in Ma@ipur, Assam, and Bengal are singing
the glories of Nityånanda Prabhu and Mahåprabhu, and chanting
the Holy Name of the Lord—this Hare K±!@a Mahå-mantra. By
the grace of Nityånanda Prabhu you will get everything, especially
Mahåprabhu’s mercy. If you want that, then you must be surrendered to Nityånanda Prabhu, and then in the very easiest way you
will get it. This is the easiest and only procedure, to get the mercy
of Lord K±!@a. Nityånanda Prabhu went everywhere, with that
sannyås(, but after that, Nityånanda Prabhu did not go again to
Braja Dhåm. Mahåprabhu sent R)pa-Sanåtan to Braja Dhåm
along with J(va Goswåm( and the other Goswåm(s—⁄a#
Goswåm(.
ßr(-r)pa, sanåtana, bha$$a-raghunåtha
ßr(-j(va, gopåla-bha$$a, dåsa-raghunåtha
C.c. Adi: 1.36
They are preaching, but their style was incredibly austere.
eka eka v±k!era tale eka eka råtri ßayana
C.c. Madhya: 19.127
How they can do that I cannot understand, it is not conceivable

actually. One night they are living under one tree, the next night
another tree and not making any permanent place of shelter. That
is the kind of austerity and renunciation of the Goswåm(s. The
Goswåm( preached there so widely and gloriously, and so many
Brajabås( were very much submissive and affectionate with the ⁄a#
Goswåm(. And Mahåprabhu, Chaitanyadev once came to
V±@davan and he could see the places of K±!@a’ pastimes that had
become hidden, and He informed R)pa-Sanåtan, “That place,
that place, that place, you reveal
them.” Rådhå-Ku@#a, ÍyåmaKu@#a, etc. Especially we can
remember that there was one paddy
field and Mahåprabhu took the
water of that place on His head, and
told “This is Rådhå-Ku@#a, ÍyåmaKu@#a.” And R)pa-Sanåtan understood that and they went there, and
uncovered that place. And later the
followers of Raghunåtha Dås
Goswåm( made a big ku@#a there as
you will see at present in V±@davan.
So many things R)pa-Sanåtan and
others did in V±@davan. And here is
Nabadw(p; and Ma@ipur, Bengal
and Assam, all were influenced by
Nityånanda Prabhu, V(rachandra
Prabhu, and Narottam Dås ¢håkur.
Everyone became Vai!@avas by
Their grace.
preme matta nityånanda k±på-avatåra
uttama, adhama, kichhu nå kare vichåra
ye åge pa#aye, tåre karaye niståra
ataeva nistårilå mo-hena duråchåra
C.C Adi: 5. 208-9
“Nityånanda Prabhu has so mercifully given me the dust of His
lotus feet and so I have become K±!@a Dås Kaviråja.” That is K±!@a
Dås Kaviråja Goswåm(’s expression, “I am a very fallen soul, but
by the grace of Nityånanda Prabhu I have got everything. And now
I am truly a rich man, because Ír( R)pa and Raghunåth have given
me their mercy, and they taken me as their own servitor.” In this
way K±!@adåsa Kaviråja Goswåm( has expressed his real wealth.
Many things about Nityånanda Prabhu’s Pastimes are
written in the books and written in the heart of the devotees. But
I am very poor, I cannot speak more. I am feeling very tired now,
but something is better then nothing. I expressed something about
Nityånanda Prabhu’s Pastimes, now you can go there, and join
with the sa@k(rttan, and reading from the Scriptures.
Actually Nityånanda Prabhu’s full mercy is within
sa@k(rttan. It is very appropriate, and now all over the world there
is chanting of the Holy Name—the Divine Name of Lord
K±!@a—the transcendental sound vibration form of the Lord—
the Hare K±!@a Mahå-mantra. But everything is coming through
the grace of Nityånanda Prabhu, and that Nityånanda Prabhu’s
appearance day is today.
In the Hari-Bhakti-Vilås, Vai!@ava Sm±ti, the law book of
Vai!@avism, there it is given that up to noon we will honour the
time of Nityånanda Prabhu’s appearance day. Then after Bhogaårati and the offering to Nityånanda Prabhu, we will get prasådam.
They must make nice prasådam today—I think so.
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From Moses to
Mahåprabhu
The Evolution of Revelation
Ír( Ír(la Sachchid*nanda Bhaktivinoda ›h*kur
{Translated from the introduction to Ír( K±!@a Sa^hitå published in1880}

f the reader carefully considers, it will be found that the spiritual science gradually evolved from ancient times and
became more simple, more clear and more condensed. The
more impurities arising from time and place are removed, the
more the beauties of the spiritual science brightly shine before us.
This spiritual science took birth in the land of kußa-grass on the
banks of the Saraswat( river in Brahmåvarta. As it gradually gained
strength, this spiritual science spent its childhood in the abode of
Badarikåßram, which is covered with snow. It spent its boyhood in
Naimi!åra@ya on the banks of the Gomat( river and its youth on
the beautiful banks of the Kåver( river in the province of Dravi#a.
The spiritual science attained maturity in Nabadw(p, on the banks
of the Ganges, which purifies the universe.
By studying the history of the world, it is found that the
spiritual science reached its peak in Nabadw(p. The Supreme
Absolute Truth is the only object of love for the living entities.
Unless one worships Him with attachment, however, the living
entity can never attain Him. Even if a person gives up all affection
for this world and thinks of the Supreme Lord, He is still not easily achieved. He is controlled and attained by transcendental mellows alone. These mellows are of five types – ßånta, dåsya, sakhya,
våtsalya and madhura {peaceful adherence, servitude, friendship,
parenthood or guardianship, and conjugal sweetness}.
The first mellow, ßånta, is the stage in which the living entity surpasses the pains of material existence and situates himself in
transcendence. In that state there is a little happiness, but no feeling of independence. At that time the relationship between the
practitioner and the Lord is not yet established.
Dåsya rasa is the second mellow. It contains all the ingredients of ßånta rasa as well as affection. “The Lord is my master, and
I am His eternal servant”. This type of relationship is found in
dåsya rasa. No one cares much for any of the best things of this
world unless they are connected with affection. Therefore dåsya
rasa is superior to ßånta rasa in many ways.
Sakhya is superior to dåsya. In dåsya rasa there is a thorn in
the form of awe and reverence, but the main ornament in sakhya
rasa is the feeling of friendship in equality. Among the servants,
one who is a friend is superior. There is no doubt about it. In
sakhya rasa all the wealth of ßånta and dåsya is included.
It is easy to understand that våtsalya is superior to sakhya. A
son gives more affection and happiness than any friend. Therefore
in våtsalya rasa we find the wealth of four rasas. Although våtsalya
rasa is superior to these other rasas, it appears insignificant before

I
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madhura rasa. There may be many secrets unknown between
father and son, but this not the case between husband and wife.
Therefore, if we deeply consider, it will be seen that all the abovementioned rasas attain perfection within madhura rasa.
If we go through the histories of these five rasas, it is clearly understood that ßånta rasa was seen in the beginning days of
India. When the soul was not satisfied after performing sacrifices
with material ingredients, then transcendentalists like Sanaka,
Sanåtana, Sanat-kumåra, Sananda, Nårada and Lord Íiva all
became detached from the material world, situated in transcendence and realized ßånta rasa.
Much later, dåsya rasa manifested in Hanumån, the servant
of Ír( Råmachandra. That same dåsya rasa gradually expanded in
the northwest and manifested in a great personality named Moses.
In the age of Dvåpara, Uddhava and Arjuna became the
qualified authorities of sakhya rasa. They preached this rasa
throughout the world. Gradually that rasa expanded up to the
Arabian countries and touched the heart of Mohammed, the
knower of religious principles.
Våtsalya rasa manifested throughout India in different
forms at different times. Among the different forms, våtsalya
mixed with opulence, crossed India and appeared in a great personality named Jesus Christ, who was a preacher of Jewish religious principles.
Madhura rasa first shone brightly in Braj. It is extremely
rare for this rasa to enter the hearts of conditioned souls, because
this rasa tends to remain with qualified, pure living entities.
Chaitanya Mahåprabhu, the moon of Nabadw (p, along with His
followers, preached this confidential rasa.
Till now, this rasa has not crossed beyond India. Recently
a scholar from England named Newman realized something about
this rasa and wrote a book about it. The people of Europe and
America have not been satisfied with våtsalya rasa mixed with opulence as preached by Jesus Christ. I hope, by the grace of the Lord,
in a very short time they will become attached to drinking the
intoxicating nectar of madhura rasa.
It has been seen that any rasa that appears in India eventually
spreads to the western countries, therefore madhura rasa will soon
be preached throughout the world. Just as the sun rises first in
India and gradually spreads its lights to the West, the matchless
splendor of spiritual truth appears first in India and gradually
spreads to the Western countries.
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A Copernican
Revolution of Theism
Rasa; the Spiritual Gold Standard
Ír(pad Bhakti Sudh(r Gosw*m( Mah*r*j

T

here is a plurality of theistic conceptions orbiting the
central truth, vying for supremacy. Christians believe
salvation can only be achieved through Jesus Christ,
Muslims through Mohammed, Hindus through the
grace of Ír( Guru. Each offers a different conception of divinity on
the basis of the realization of their saints and scriptural authority.
Ír(la Ír(dhar Mahåråj observes: “According to one’s inner necessity and hankering for truth, one comes in connection with a certain
level of theistic conception and association.”
God has innumerable Avatårs who descend into the
world according to time, place, and circumstance, and the necessity and capacity of the people of the day. Additionally, the truth is
perceived per temperament, and modified according to individual
nature—prak±ti-vaichitryåd. On this basis religious tradition is
established—påramparye@a.
God in the most general sense is perceived as embodying
all-encompassing, infinite magnitude. A more refined vision
reveals the underlying, all-pervasive presence of divinity. These are
respectively the extremes of the Infinite. But a deep leap inward—
up close and personal—reveals the all-attractive personality of
Godhead. Not merely insurmountable or inescapable, but irresistible. The K±!@a conception of divinity indicates being irresistibly drawn through love and attraction toward the very center
of the Infinite—Reality the Beautiful.
At one stage it is admirable to recognize theistic plurality, but the next stage in progressive realization is to perceive gradation — to weigh and measure. Maverick Theologian John Hick
writes in a letter to the Vatican:
“...pluralist theocentrism, claims to be a way of going beyond
Christocentrism, a paradigm shift, a Copernican revolution in
which, instead of Christ being seen as the centre of the universe of
faiths, all the religions, including Christianity, are seen as revolving around God, the ultimate transcendent divine reality.”
All planets revolve around the sun, but not in the same orbit, and
those that are nearest possess qualities and atmosphere most similar to the sun. All religions revolve around the Absolute but by
what standard should their respective depth of conception be
judged?

We recognize a plurality of currencies in the world of money:
Dollars, Pounds, Rubles, etc. All are money. All are valuable. But
all are not equal. Their relative value is established on the basis of
an absolute standard. One may say, “The ‘Almighty Dollar’ is
Supreme.” Someone else, “Her Royal Majesty’s Pound Sterling is
Supreme.” And yet another, “The Ruble of Mother Russia is
Supreme — no other currency is recognized or acceptable here.”
But actual value will be measured against an absolute standard,
irrespective of local sentiment, prejudice, or utility.
What then shall be the standard of measurement in the
world of theism? Gau#(ya Vai!@avas will assert that Rasa is the currency of spiritual capital. Rasa, or intimacy, is the standard against
which we measure the relative value of any spiritual conception.
To the average citizen the president is a larger than life
figure, generally thought to be unapproachable. Apropos to the
distance in relationship one feels awe and reverence. But this
should not be misconstrued as the only possible expression of
earnest sentiment. The president also has an entourage who, on
account of nearness, has a glimpse into his personality beyond his
presidential identity. Their awe and reverence is enhanced with
affection. They are also privy to observe his jocular interaction
with friends and close associates. Intimate friendship even allows
for “irreverence,” while offensive in a lower stage, in a higher stage
is charming and endearing. And there is increased intimacy with
motherly affection and conjugal love. What is inappropriate for
one is indispensable necessity for another.
As one evolves spiritually, transcending the presidential
identity of divinity, the natural, spontaneous flow of the heart is
released. This is known as bhakti-rasa. The conception of Rasa was
minted by Ír(la R)pa Goswåm( in Bhakti-Rasåm±ta-Sindhu where
he presents this science of spiritual evolution.
Hinduism in general, and Gau#(ya Vai!@avism in particular, necessarily accommodate variegated religious belief, and are
thereby best suited to survive the inexorable proliferation of pluralistic democracy. But we must remember, one man’s salvation is
another man’s hell. If “salvation,” or “heaven” is devoid of serving
potential, a relationship of intimacy with the Personality of
Godhead, Vai!@avas consider it undesirable.
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Glorious
Ír( Govinda Ku@#a
Ír(la Bhakti Sundar Govinda Dev Gosw*m( Mah*r*j
Ír(la Govinda Mahåråj realtes the transcendental glories of Ír( Govinda
Ku@#a in an exclusive interview for Sri Gaudiya Darshan, June 1st 2006
Gaudiya Darshan: Could you tell us about the history of Ír(
Govinda Ku@#a and how it was revealed to be the pond outside
our Ma$h?
Ír(la Govinda Mahåråj: It was the divine inspiration of Ír(la Guru
Mahåråj that the place in front of Ír( Chaitanya Såraswat Ma$h is
Ír( Govinda Ku@#a—non different from Ír( Govinda Ku@#a in
V±@davan—this is his inner feeling. And by his divine will, desire
and order we have developed it to how it is manifest today.
Historically, Ír(la Guru Mahåråj wanted to buy Govinda
Ku@#a from the previous owner. His father was a disciple of Ír(la
Guru Mahåråj but he himself was half mad. He would have sold
the Ku@#a to Ír(la Guru Mahåråj for next to nothing had Ír(la
Guru Mahåråj asked, but because of his mental state Ír(la Guru
Mahåråj told me not to purchase it from him because people
would say we had cheated him. So Guru Mahåråj instructed me,
when he will sell to any other party then you can purchase from
them. And that happened. Actually Guru Mahåråj ordered me, if
you can make Govinda Ku@#a in a proper way, then through you
it will be revealed and I beli ved that, my feeling was that it would
be beneficial for all the sincere seekers—the devotees. At that time
my inner feeling came reminding me of when Mahåprabhu
Chaitanya-Dev went to Arit-grama, in V±ndåvan, and there He
searched for Rådhå-Ku@#a. Where is Rådhå-Ku@#a, ÍyåmaKu@#a, but he could not find. Then he discovered one crop field,
which was full of water. Normally in the V±ndåvan area it was not
usual to see any water filled crop field or paddy field, but He discovered this field and He took that water on His head and began
praising the glories of Íyåma-Ku@#a-Rådhå-Ku@#a. Seeing this
the devotees knew that this is Rådhå-Ku@#a. Its position was hidden but again it appeared through Ír(man Mahåprabhu. So similarly Ír(la Bhaktivinoda ¢håkura revealed that Koladw(p in

Nabadw(p Dhåm is Gupta Govarddhan {hidden Govarddhan}
and Ír(la Guru Mahåråj knew where in Koladw(p is Govinda
Ku@#a. And when he got that inspiration, that this is Govinda
Ku@#a, we had no doubt that this was so.
By his divine desire we tried to make Ír( Govinda Ku@#a
in a proper and fitting way, but it was very hard to do. To make as
a ku@#a like in Govarddhan, that was very difficult due to the
sandy earth at the bottom. Anyhow, the first necessity was to
enclose the land within a compound wall. For twelve years I tried
to make that wall but so many local people gave opposition and so
I was not successful. Mainly they were Gwala or Milkmen in that
area and particularly some dacoits were there. One of the dacoits’
sons, known to be very courageous and strong, forcefully occupied
some land belonging to Govinda Ku@#a. Gradually by the grace of
Ír(la Guru Mahåråj his mentality came in favour of us. I gave a
heavy protest to him and told him, “If by force you do this, you
will find yourself in a court case.” Finally he apologised to me, and
I told him, “If you help me to secure this compound wall, by convincing your Gwala group, I shall give some land to you, for making your house there near the bank of Govinda Ku@#a.” He was
able to unite the different parties; the local communists, the milkmen, dacoits, etc., and finally they all gave their consent and immediately I built that compound wall.
Then I waited for the opportunity to fulfil the desire of
Ír(la Guru Mahåråj to make it according to his vision. But two
obstacles impeded my success. One was acquiring the necessary
money and secondly, who would do this job? I knew it would be
huge task. Finally Ír(påd Bhakti Nirmal •chåryya Mahåråj gave
his full energy to this service of Ír( Govinda Ku@#a.
•chåryya Mahåråj gave so much energy. When he heard
that Ír(la Guru Mahåråj wanted it, and that I am ready but I have
no manpower, he submitted to me, “I shall do it”. And he has

done. At that time Mister Sanyal
was still living, and he and others
gave some ideas, but actually everything for building Govinda Ku@#a
was done by •chåryya Mahåråj.
The conception came by
the grace of Guru Mahåråj from
me. And I told, “you will make it
this way, this way”, like that.
Actually what I am instructing, I
am getting that inspiration from
Guru Mahåråj and through meditation it is manifesting. This process I
heard from Ír(mad Bhågavat:

water of Govinda Ku@#a, it too
miraculously is coming from the
Ganges. When the Ganges is rising,
Govinda Ku@#a is also rising, and
when the Ganges is going down,
Govinda Ku@#a is also going down.
From underground the water is
coming.

And how that temple came to be,
that is also miraculous. After draining the water we are trying to lay the
foundation, but whatever sand,
cement, etc, we are putting there
that is all being sucked into the
earth; it will not stand. We tried for
bhakti-yogena manasi
several days without success and
samyak pra@ihite ’male
finally Raj Mistry {the Building
apaßyat puru!a^ p)r@a^
Engineer} told me, “Mahåråj it is
måyå^ cha tad-apåßrayam
not possible so near to Ganges,
S Bhåg 1.7.4
because everything is being sucked
into the earth by the pressure of the
Nårada Goswåm( said to Vedavyås,
Ganges.” Then by the grace of Guru
“I am giving this idea to you in
The Divine K)rma Avat*r giving His support to
Mahåråj, suddenly it came to my
brief. You now meditate on that
Ír(man
Mah*prabhu’s Divine Waterplay and Ír(
mind that it is necessary to worship
and in its fullness it will manifest.”
K)rmadev {Tortoise Avatår of the
From my childhood meditation
Gupta Govarddhan Ír( Mandir
Lord}. When the Samudra-manwas my habit, and how Govinda
Ku@#a will be, by the divine desire of Guru Mahåråj, it has thana {churning the milk ocean} happened, at that time K)rmadev
appeared, and I have got manpower; that is •chåryya Mahåråj. I give his support. When they are churning, they needed to establish
must confess it¡ I could not do it, but he has done it. For one a foundation for the mountain and so K)rmadev gave His support.
month he engaged so many lorries everyday, hundreds of lorries, So I told the P)jår(, “Today you offer special worship to
for shifting the earth from Govinda Ku@#a.
K)rmadev, and you give Paramånna-bhoga {sweet rice} to Him.
Meditating I have seen, Govinda Ku@#a in V±@davan— With this mantra from Ír(mad Bhågavat;
there is Giriråj Govarddhan where K±!@a gave milk to
Mådhavendra Pur(. The whole of
Koladw(p is Gupta p±!the bhråmyad amanda-mandara-giri-gråvågra-ka@d)yanån
Govarddhan, and so somewhere Giriråj Govarddhan will appear nidrålo% kama$håk±ter bh±gavata% ßvåsånilå% påntu va%
and I am thinking that will be in Govinda Ku@#a and now that yat-sa^skåra-kalånuvartana-vaßåd valå-nibhenåmbhaså^
too has happened. It was the idea of Ír(la Guru Mahåråj. He told yåtåyåtam atandrita^ jala-nidher nådyåpi vißråmyati
S Bhåg 12.13.2
me, “When you will build this Ku@#a, there in the middle will be
one temple for Giriråj Govarddhan and Mahåprabhu’s divine you worship K)rmadev happily, then I think K)rmadev will prowater play.” And exactly as Guru Mahåråj desired everything has vide support for our temple.” And that happened. The very next
come out. And the people are so very happy to see that temple.
day, everything was perfect. With sixteen inches thick concrete we
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Ír(påd Goswåm( Mahåråj: Nabadw(p people are telling, “Jal
Mandir.”

filled that area of the temple foundation and it stood.

Ír(la Govinda Mahåråj: Yes {laughing}, and this kind of Mandir
you cannot see anywhere in Nabadw(p Dhåm. Then everyone is
happy and attracted to see this Mandir. And the decoration has
also been done by •chåryya Mahåråj. More than my own idea, he
has done everything; lighting, fountains, etc., it is not so easy
around Govinda Ku@#a.
Actually you can do everything if you have money. But I am a
miser man; I have money but I cannot spend that like water. But
•chåryya Mahåråj he has no attachment with money, and he is
spending money like water. And when he is asking me, I cannot
say no, because to tell a lie is very difficult for me. If I have money
and I shall tell “no,” that is not possible. And he is spending that
like water. And this is how Govinda Ku@#a has manifested. And I
know also, it was the desire of Ír(la Guru Mahåråj that if on the
bank of Govinda Ku@#a, one nice building, Sevåk Bhavan we can
make, then that accommodation will be for the Western Devotees.
They will enjoy with the beauty of Govinda Ku@#a with the
Ganges on the left side. They will bathe in the Ganges but the

Ír(la Govinda Mahåråj: After giving K)rmadev’s p)jå it stood.
Then very quickly it manifested. I was a little afraid that when the
underwater pressure will change the foundations may be disturbed
but until now the temple is standing, and the water is good there.
Then on Chandan-yåtrå, Mahåprabhu and Giriråj Govarddhan
appeared there. Everywhere in V±ndåvan you can bathe at the holy
ku@#as, and this is the V±ndåvan style, and that has also appeared
in Nabadw(p in the form of Ír( Govinda Ku@#a. And no one can
pollute that water, some restriction has been made there. And
those who are doing parikramå without shoes {to show respect to
the holy places} they are also doing parikramå of Govinda Ku@#a.
This way everything respectfully continuing, and from time to
time Mahåprabhu is doing water play with His devotees. On some
special occasions, then Mahåprabhu is coming out from Guru
Mahåråj’s Samådhi—there Mahåprabhu is staying at present in the
form of Vijay Vigraha. And such a big, and glorious Vijay Vigraha
you will not see anywhere. And the devotees also are very happy
with that swan boat. It is very simple but also very strong; and full

Ír(påd Goswåm( Mahåråj: It is a miracle¡

of devotees, Mahåprabhu is going for His divine water play and
giving His Darshan in the Govinda Ku@#a Mandir.
Ír(påd Goswåm( Mahåråj: Mahåprabhu came out of Guru
Mahåråj’s Samådhi on Chandan-yåtrå and came to the Swan-boat
and His Divine Grace entered the Water Temple there. And later
when Mahåprabhu returned to Guru Mahåråj’s Samådhi, you told
Guru Mahåråj, “Your Divine
Grace’s wish is now fulfilled.”
Ír(la Govinda Mahåråj {laughing}:
Actually I had forgotten that, but I
am very happy to see that what I
could not do for such a long time,
now with help of •chåryya Mahåråj
I have accomplished that. Then if
•chåryya Mahåråj will do anything,
good or bad, wrong or right, I don’t
care for that. My service to Guru
Mahåråj it is steadily continuing,
through his service and I am happy.
Anyhow that is how
Govinda Ku@#a appeared there. It
was Ír(la Guru Mahåråj’s divine
desire, and through his inspiration,
service to His Divine Grace came to
us. In Nabadw(p Dhåm, Koladw(p
is Aparådha-bhajan-på$ {the place
where all offences are forgiven}, and
I remember that Guru Mahåråj told
me that everywhere we are doing so
many aparådhas, but when we are
surrendered to Koladw(p, our
aparådha will go, then it is the perfect place for us, for our practising
life.

Devotee, they are not only thinking this but they are feeling like
that. They have got so much mercy from Mahåprabhu,
Nityånanda Prabhu and Guru Mahåråj, no doubt, and
Prabhupåda A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami also. Their mercy they
have got very nicely. What is not existing within the feelings of the
Bengali or Indian people, the Western people, that inspiration
they have got by the Grace of Ír(la Guru Mahåråj and others. And
Nityånanda Prabhu is so merciful
no doubt; otherwise Ír( Chaitanya
Såraswat Ma$h would not have
appeared in Koladw(p. Nityånanda
Prabhu has given this inspiration to
Guru Mahåråj, “You have so much
spiritual property, if you will not
give that to the conditioned souls,
the sincere seekers, then why you are
asking for My mercy?” And Guru
Mahåråj understood that, but still
very few disciples he made at that
time. Anyhow this way all arrangement has happened.
Gaudiya Darshan: Is that ‘Ír(
Govinda Ku@#a Måhåtmya’ your
original composition?

The Temple of Bh*gavan Mahådeva
Sad* Íiva Ga&gadh*ra

Ír(påd Goswåm( Mahåråj: And also you composed a song, ‘Ír(
Govinda Ku@#a Måhåtmya’, and you extracted from Ír( Garga
Sa^hitå, how Surabhi bathed K±!@a with her milk. Gopal gave
milk to Mådhavendra Pur( at Ír( Govinda Ku@#a, and some fortunate souls, because that water was from Surabhi milk in the
beginning, you said sometimes the fortunate souls when they are
bathing they’ll taste milk.
Ír(la Govinda Mahåråj: Yes, and I am surprised, some Western

Ír(la Govinda Mahåråj: Yes that is
in Bengali, not Sanskrit and it is my
original composition. Everyday they
are singing that. Everywhere in •rati
in Puri Dhåm, in Govarddhan in
V±ndåvan and in Nabadw(p; everywhere. Just as Guru Mahåråj composed the •rati song for Ír( Ír(
Guru
Gaurå&ga
Gåndharva
Govindasundar and all over the
world that song is being sung.

Gaudiya Darshan: What was your inspiration to make the Temple
of Lord Íiva in Ír( Govinda Ku@#a?
Ír(la Govinda Mahåråj: Lord Íiva is the protector of the Dhåm,
and our Íiva Mandir, that is Sadå Íiva Ga&gådhåra Mandir.
Everywhere we are seeing that the devotees are taking help from
Lord Íiva. And in V±ndåvan Lord Íiva is there. K±!@a has given
power to Lord Íiva. He is the Visa officer for entering into V±ndå-

Lord Íiva’s Divine Bull Nand( and Sad* Íiva Ga&g*dh*ra
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connection I have with Lord Íiva from my birth. Anyhow in this What you will chant and what you will do, you must do as Sevå.
way the inspiration came for the manifestation of Lord Íiva in Ír( Satisfy Guru and Gaurå&ga and everything will appear in your
Chaitanya Såraswat Ma$h.
heart, and that inspiration we have got from the first. We do not
All these wonderful things are manifesting at present in know anything except Sevå, except service to Guru-Gaurå&ga. We
Nabadw(p, Chaitanya Såraswat Ma$h by the joint service of the do not know Bhajan, we do not know P)jan, we do not know
Western and Eastern devotees. Day by day gloriously it is appear- Sådhan, but all our attention will be concentrated for service and
ing. Now for the devotees’ accommodation, we are making anoth- then everything will manifest. What Íåstra we will read, what book
er
Sevåk
we will read, we
Bhavan for the
may not underWestern devostand
their
tees convenmeanings and
ience to stay in
actually
we
Nabadw(p
cannot underD h å m .
stand
their
Everything is
meanings until
very nice. It
service,
and
was the desire
service is cleanof Ír(la Guru
ing everything.
Mahåråj and all
When you are
his desires are
within service,
fulfilled.
engaging yourAlready they
self, then your
have been fuleverything is
filled and even
being cleaned,
beyond that,
and you will
there is no end!
feel that. It is
Originally Ír(
not necessary
Chaitanya
for others to
Såraswat Ma$h
say if your
was
three
stomach is full
Ír(la Govinda Mah*r*j accompanies Ír(man Mah*prabhu on the Swan-boat for His
bighas {a Bigha
or not, when
Divine Water Play in Ír( Govinda Ku@#a
is 1333.33 m2}
you are eating
of land, and
you will know;
Sakhi Chara@ Babu donated that land after purchasing for four
hundred Rupees, but that Ír( Chaitanya Såraswat Ma$h is now so yathå taror m)la-ni!echanena
glorious and taking such a big form, and I do not know how long t±pyanti tat-skandha-bhujopaßåkhå%
I will live, but I want to see that full manifestation of Chaitanya prå@opahåråch cha yathendriyå@å^
Såraswat Ma$h, because I have much attachment for Chaitanya tathaiva sarvårha@am achyutejyå
Såraswat Ma$h. From my birthday on N±si^ha Chaturdaß( 1947,
S Bhåg 4.31.14
I came to Chaitanya Såraswat Ma$h, and from that day I am wholly and exclusively attached with Ír( Chaitanya Såraswat Ma$h. And Achyuta K±!@a, Achyuta Bhagavån—His service is giving us tranI am very happy that everyone is telling, “Oh, Govinda Mahåråj scendental joy, happiness and steadiness in the supramundane
your Ma$h.” I know everything is only Guru Mahåråj’s glories, but abode of Lord K±!@a. We can do anything but only the genuine
when they are telling “your Ma$h” I am very happy. And I am also mood of service is making that perfect.
telling everyone, “You can come to my Ma$h.”
Then, sevonmukhe hi jihvådau svayam eva sphuraty ada%. When
you chant Hare K±!@a, that is also service but the genuine mood
Ír(påd Goswåm( Mahåråj: And Guru Mahåråj also considered it must be within that, otherwise it will not be fruitful, and this we
to be your Ma$h. He told, “If you won’t take it, then I will break learn from Ír(la Guru Mahåråj, from Ír(la Prabhupåda Såraswat(
it.” That’s how much it is your Ma$h. Really it is your Ma$h.
¢håkura, from Ír(la R)pa Goswåm(, from Ír(la J(va Goswåm(.
This is our life. We do not know anything, but everything will
Ír(la Govinda Maharja: But everything has appeared by the divine
appear to us through service. We know it, we believe it, and we are
desire of Ír(la Guru Mahåråj—the divine will of Ír(la Guru
doing that.
Mahåråj has appeared in Nabadw(p Ír( Chaitanya Såraswat Ma$h.
Without His consent, and without his desire, nothing can be manJaya Ír(la Guru Mahåråj ki jaya¡
ifested there. Everything has manifested by the grace of Ír(la Guru
Jaya Govinda Ku@#a ki jaya¡
Mahåråj through meditation. He told me, you meditate and it will
Giriråj Govarddhan ki jaya¡
come out. And it has happened. Guru Mahåråj’s Samådhi Mandir;
Gupta Govarddhan ki jaya¡
every brick has come out through meditation, like that. From our
Mahåprabhu Gaurasundar and Jala-keli Mandir ki jaya¡
first lesson we know,
Jaya Bhagavån Sadå Íiva Ga&gådhåra ki jaya¡
ata% ßr(-k±!@a-nåmådi
na bhaved gråhyam indriyai%
sevonmukhe hi jihvådau
svayam eva sphuraty ada%
Bhakti-rasåm±ta-sindhu: 1.2.234
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Ikj´obkwπN-hexeU"
shp`-sâb´ je5l ≤t5l aenf ,
ak+ ao5kqw Jw[ Åki?fkf <
ksO ak+ nõ©T wπN CIkjeobkV feh ,
th" ojot mjeb[†kf mSek5 ao5teh <
wπNbeot hxenenxetl ms ovor ,
™ekf nekf 5b5r oVyen feSr <
bº5ekj" kwx ksO a+e≠ed ner ,
ovdefk-kdx [o5 wÙü-k[ekw uer <
IwÙü-hefks kube wkt kx6e ™ef ,
1u-kjeb[†kf te3ewÙü-ksbe nef <

Ír( Govinda Ku@#a Måhåtmya
samudra-sambhavå gåbh( surabh( åpana
dugdhe abhi!eka kaila vrajendra-nandana
sei dugdhe p)r@a ku@#a ‘ßr( govinda’ nåma
ramya giri govarddhane ßobhe abhiråma
ku@#abåri mahåpåpahår( se chinmaya
snåne påne bhavabhaya tritåpa nåßaya
bahu-bhågye keha sei dugdhåsvåda påya
chidånanda-deha labhi k±!@a-loke yåya
ßr( k±!@a-månase yebå kare hethå snåna
gupta-govarddhane rådhå-k±!@a-sevå påna
Surabh(, the divine cow who appeared from churning the milk ocean,
lovingly bathed Vrajendra Nandana K±!@a with her own milk.
The pond filled with that milk, “Ír( Govinda Ku@#a,”
graces beautiful Govarddhana with exquisite beauty.
The transcendental water of this Ku@#a can banish even the greatest sins.
The threefold miseries—adhyåtmic, adhidaivic and adhibhautic—
and all fear of this material world are destroyed by bathing in or drinking this water.
Sometimes, by great fortune, someone will get to taste the water of Govinda Ku@#a as that milk,
attain a transcendental form, and go to K±!@aloka.
Anyone who bathes in Ír( Govinda Ku@#a, desiring to serve K±!@a,
attains the divine service of Ír( Ír( Rådhå K±!@a in Gupta Govarddhana
Composed by Ír(la Bhakti Sundar Govinda Dev-Goswåm( Mahåraj

«el «elJep/j.te·. iuyA

My best
prospect is
with Him
Faultfinding, Satan and the Miracle of self-examination

Ír( Ír(la Bhakti Rak!ak Ír(dhar Dev-Gosw*m( Mah*r*j
ll fated are those who are very eager to
find fault in others and do not have any
time to find fault in themselves. Also,
the other side of your necessity is not to
find defects but find attributes in others.
Why do you allow yourself to engage in
the position of finding fault? There is
ample place to find goodness in the
devotees. Why are you not engaging
yourself in that association? Why the
tendency to find fault in others? May there be a more
faulty person than yourself? Why do you engage yourself only to see the lower rather than fix yourself to the
higher? Upon doing so, you will find that the devotees
are of higher quality than yourself. Why not attend
that section? Why, unfortunately, do you go to the
lower section with your attention to find fault? On one
side, there are beautiful flowers—on the other side is
rubbish. Why do you inspect the rubbish instead of all
the beautiful flowers?
You yourself stand in the witness box. You
are the criminal. You are the culprit. Why should you
look at the rubbish when so many beautiful flowers are
there? You see injustices but you do not see justice?
Why not merge to the positive portion. If one hand is
working and another is paralyzed, then giving no

I

attention to the working hand, shall I only attend to
the diseased part? I must care for the paralyzed hand
surely, but what already has full capacity, I must also
utilize that. Why you are always looking towards feeling the pain of the diseased part and continuously
preaching this, ignoring the healthy parts?
On one side there is good—God is there.
Why do you go to Satan only to keep company with
satanic persons while there are godly persons? Why
not to God’s side? On one side there is heaven and on
the other side, there is hell. God has no fault; yet by
the fault of Satan, we must suffer? That reasoning has
got no logic. You are suffering from your own misdeeds – that is the real logic. Neither God nor Satan is
responsible for that. Therefore, concentrate on your
own self, pray to the Lord and try to keep aloof from
Satan. You are holding a marginal position. Your limited free will is your capital. You should always utilize
that towards the Godly side, taking one away from the
satanic side. This limited capital that you have, you are
to begin your business with that. But you think, when
you get a good capital, then you will begin business?
This is imagination! Whatever little capital I have got,
I shall start my business with that. My attention, my
energy will help me in the future.”

Who is responsible if you look to see injustice? You are held
responsible. What is bad, that is your share. You are to take the
whole responsibility of misdeed in your hand. If you cannot feel
this then you are insincere, and this is true for everyone. Your free
will is responsible for all misdeeds and misguided circumstances in
the environment. This is the first principle of spiritual life.
“What is bad in me, I am responsible for that.” You are
responsible for seeing, for coming in connection with that vision.
There are also good dealings in another sphere. Why have you
come to see this misjudgment and mistreatment of so many who
are quarrelling with each other? There are so many good dealings
and you have not acquired a position to remain in that layer? Then
why? “I am responsible for all the undesirable things in me – that
is a fact. My weak free will has taken me down into this present
undesirable environment and no one else is responsible.”
This fact you are to realize. If you ignore this, then you
are in Måyå—misconception, illusion. When you sincerely realize
this position, then your dark days will come to an end. When you
feel that only you yourself are responsible for all these miserable
things, then good days will awaken for you. This is the fact. It is
not only a conception to achieve some end. It is not an imaginary
conception to take help of in order to get out of the present condition. It is not like that; it is a fact, it is for everyone whether good
or bad—I am responsible for my condition. Neither God nor
Satan is responsible.
There are two sides; good and bad. We are responsible
for the freedom that is given to us. God is not responsible for the
fall of Adam and Eve into this world. Satan was present and he was
trying to entice Eve. But why shall we accept the advice of Satan
to take fruit from the tree of knowledge? This is the result of a loss
of faith in God. This is a fall from the stage of surrender to God.
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A man has an accident on a journey and he loses consciousness.
But, when a little consciousness is regained, what should he do? He
will utilize that consciousness directing; “Take this body to my
guardians, my home is there. Oh my friend, carry my body to my
home.” This will be the best benefit of that limited consciousness
which returned to the man—he was able to use his good knowledge. An intelligent man will consider that whoever will take care
of this body with care and affection is the best prospect for its rehabilitation. Therefore, he shall request to place this body under their
care. So, whatever awakening we have in consciousness, we shall
utilize that by placing ourselves in the care of Godly persons; only
then there is value of devotion to God. Those who know the value
of devotion to God, they are our near relations. They will appreciate this inner awakening, and they will take care of my devotional
self. This is the penultimate benefit of sådhu-sa&ga: when medicine or our own attempts cannot heal us, the doctor advises us to
make a change. Then the air and the water will naturally come to
help improve our health. So, also, the atmosphere of saintly persons improves our spiritual health. Anyway, to always remain in
the company of devotees in the same sampradåya—the same
line—but superior devotees, by taking the lower position. Such
association is most desirable for any person aspiring to progress
spiritually.
Ír(la R)pa Goswåm( has given the gist of this advice in
Bhakti-Rasåm±ta-Sindhu: “We are to associate with those superior
to us, but in the same line of the Gau#(ya Vai!@ava devotees in
K±!@a Consciousness. They also carry the same conception of the
spiritual Truth, but superior to me. If I engage myself even as a
sweeper in that camp, it will be highly valuable for my future
spiritual life.”

‘The atmosphere of saintly
persons improves our
spiritual health’
This is a misuse of our own valuable free will. Then the result is,
we have to come to this world and eat by the sweat of our brow,
by our own labour—“Labour and Live”. Before, when we were in
a surrendered position, God was feeding every one of us. We cannot underestimate the circumstances. In a rich country, anyone
born is maintained by the state. So, in the state of God, everyone
is being maintained. Otherwise, when he takes charge of his own
decision by his small faculty, then by the advice of Satan, he comes
to take the fruit of “The Tree of Knowledge”, in order to exercise
his own free will by coming down from the stage of surrender. It
cannot be more clear. he misuses his freedom and comes to this
world to labour and live in action and reaction.
Vulnerability, weakness, independence and a paucity of
free will is the cause to be traced. Neither God nor Satan can be
hold responsible or accountable for the fall of the soul. If we do not
follow the advices of Satan, then we shall not fall. But to accept the
advice of Satan depends on our free will and when free will is misused, we commit colossal mistakes. The soul subsequently has to
fall down to this material world—leaving heaven. The responsibility is with the free will that is vulnerable, weak and paltry due to
not having full freedom. The smallest part of freedom we own, and
by its misuse we come to this calculating world of action and reaction—labour and live. When we maintain our position in heaven
where God is All in All—where we are His servants—then there is

no sin and, no fear. The root possibility of fear comes from the
association of a secondary cause. In heaven, all is harmonized and
controlled by God. “I am there; I am His; I belong to Him; everything for Himself.” As long as I live in that atmosphere—
“Everything for Ír( Hari¡”—then I am safe. But when I deviate
from that consciousness—separate in interest from the common
interest of God – then I shall have to come into this world of
action and reaction. No one else is responsible for our displeasures.
The environment is not responsible; you have acquired that. And
any calculated plan to protect yourself against reactions of your
own doing is also an implication involving more reaction.
If suddenly I find myself in the prison house, then who is
responsible? There are so many culprits, so many deceitful persons, so
many thieves in the prison house. If I
find myself in the midst of them, then
who is responsible? I have acquired
that position. There is also heavenly
association but instead of that, “Why
am I put in the prison house where,
wherever I look I see culprits. Why
am I here? Why am I not with heavenly association? Who is responsible?
Who?”
In this way, I am to try and
understand that I am responsible for
being there. First, there must be the
diagnosis, then the treatment and
nursing. Nursing and treatment is
good, but it must follow the diagnosis. The diagnosis is, “I am the culprit¡” and the medicines must be
applied accordingly. A thorough cure
and not a patch-job is what will be
advantageous. Then the thorough,
wholesale treatment is like this:
tat te ’nukampå^ su-sam(k!amå@o
bhujåna evåtma-k±ta^ vipåkam
h±d-våg-vapurbhir vidadhan namas te
j(veta yo mukti-pade sa dåya-bhåk
S Bhåg 10.14.8
This is the magical cure for faultfinding. Ír(mad Bhågavatam recommends the system of a magical cure—this is the diagnosis proper. Preaching must be on the basis of this truth. Otherwise, all is
haphazard. The Ír(mad Bhågavatam’s preaching is like this—deep
penetration to the root cause of the disease. Do the Vedas advocate
a dreamless sleep induced by renunciation? That is not the conclusion accepted by the Ír(mad Bhågavatam. The Ír(mad Bhågavatam
has accepted the wholesome organic life. It is unavoidable that we
have to live with some particular paraphernalia. Complete retirement entering into samådhi or dreamless sleep is also not the conclusion of life. That is a temporary arrangement. But, permanent
adjustment must be for Him. Everything is for Him.
“I am for Him and not for myself. He is also holy, so
accommodating and so good. I am for Him and that is my best
prospect. My best prospect is with Him—the Absolute Good, the
Organic Whole, and I cannot leave that. I cannot look after my

separate goals. My goal must be part of the Whole—such adjustment is necessary. So, if I am to live in a holy atmosphere, in an
organic environment, then I shall always be cautious and careful to
detect my own faults.”
Neither exploitation nor renunciation can give permanent solution
– but “dedication” will. The basis of dedication is that the eye is
faulty:
karma@y evådhikåras te
må phale!u kadåchana
må karma-phala-hetur bh)r
må te sango ‘stv akarma@i
Bg 2.47
“The whole of your attention must be
towards the discharge of your own
duty without caring for the environment. That is in My command. I am
to look after that. You must give your
whole attention to the discharge of
your own duty.” And, if all the units
are wholly connected to discharge
their own duty, then it will be heavenly. But when we would rather find
fault with the environment—“They
are thieves and so I shall also become a
thief.” should that be the conclusion?
Everything here is undesirable. I may
not even know the extent of undesirability in me. There are many things
underground and they will gradually
come to the surface. I shall then find,
“Oh¡ All these undesirables are in
me?” They must go out and then the
real gems will come forth. The gold
should be cast into the fire. When the
alloy portion vanishes then the real
gold will be visible. Now at present our condition is that this pure
gold—it is mixed with some alloy. So, “Die to Live”—throw yourself into the fire. Your so-called ego at present is mixed with alloy
and that alloy must be destroyed by the fire of suffering—fire
means suffering—and the golden gems will then come out. Alloy
is not a part of your body nor your soul—it is acquired. The inner
soul’s svar)pa will then come forth. So, if you want to live a real
proper, noble and holy life, then what you think you are at present—that must die.
And preaching will be part of your adjustment. If this
environment is not suitable, then I shall try another environment
that may be more suitable to me. That is a small thing. But the
main line is what I say and the small partial adjustment may vary
differently from place to place. Anyhow, the main line must be—
“No complaints against the environment”. To parody the wellknown phrase, “A bad workman quarrels with his stools”; the origin is the workman. So, there is no benefit in quarrelling over the
effect. That was food and in his association, it became stool.
So, shall we preach against the injustices of the environment? Never. What is necessary you will feel from within—not as
a pleasure but as a duty—and only if it comes from above, i.e., if
you find some inspiration for the cause of the higher conception,
and not for your personal cause. If you go to criticize for your per-
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sonal interest, then that fault will come back to you. It will enter mote your spiritual merit. We shall also pray to the Supreme Lord
into you. But if for purification, and not out of envy, you seek help for such an attitude, “Oh Lord, my bad temperament stands in the
from the higher, then you will be purified. Otherwise, you may way of my association with the devotees— please remove it.” The
find yourself in the same position the next moment. “I am vulner- association with the devotees of the Lord is a primary necessity. It
able. What I am criticizing to be so bad, the next moment I may vastly improves our position with the Supreme if we always remain
be left in such a deplorable position. I do not know the ways of the in prayer: “Oh my Lord. This bad temperament in me, this inconsiderate thinking and feeling—sentiments concerning the outer
Infinite environment. I am a doll
world—this is disturbing my associaplaying in the hands of the Infinite.
‘My advice is that you should try to tion with the higher Vai!@ava devoIn the next moment, from human
tees. They are the real source of
be submissive to the Vai!@ava
birth, I may have to go to a dog’s
improving our own inner wealth. So,
birth, a cat’s birth or an insect’s birth.
devotees. Submissiveness to them please purify me by dismissing all
They are descending into the mental
these tendencies in my mind which
will promote your spiritual merit. We the devotee section does not adore.”
system.”
We shall always try to be in
So, don’t go to criticize. shall also pray to the Supreme Lord
such a position that the servants of the
Don’t be hungry to find the fault of
for such an attitude, “Oh Lord, my
Lord will like our company and servothers. But if someone finds fault in
ice. They would utilize me for this is
you, then you may consult a higher
bad temperament stands in the way
authority—a more senior Vai!@ava:
my primal necessity. If they do not
of my association with the
“There have been some complaints
like my presence due to some contamagainst me. Whether or not they are
inating disease or something, then it
devotees—please remove it.”
valid, I don’t know. Please, can you
will be a loss to my spiritual life. So,
help me to understand my
we shall have to repent,
defects?”—Such an enquiry has no enviousness, no spirit of competition that I am good and he is bad: it is devoid of mischievous mat-tulyo nåsti påpåtmå, nåparådh( cha kaßchana
motives underground. Only it must be endowed with paripraßne - parihåre ‘pi lajjå me, ki^ bruve puru!ottama
Bhakti-Rasåm±ta-Sindhu 1.2.154
na—honest enquiry. Otherwise I shall have to suffer. So,
“Physician, cure thyself,” before you attempt to cure others. This “If we slip and fall on the ground, then the ground is the only help
is your primary duty; then you will really be able to offer others a by which we can stand erect; so we cannot leave the ground.”
We shall sincerely pray, “Oh Lord, I am committing a
cure-all.
In conclusion, my advice is that you should try to be sub- mistake by disregarding You, ignoring You. I have no other altermissive to the Vai!@ava devotees. Submissiveness to them will pro- native to get out of this disadvantage except by your help. I cannot

correct myself. Under no condition can I leave you my Lord. If I
commit mistake against You, an offence against You, still, only by
Your help can I be purified. I have no other alternative. So, please
forgive me and help me so that I may be saved by Your most intimate associates. It is so, because without their grace I may not be
able to enter Your domain of Divine Love. It is only through the
devotees that I may go. I have no other alternative. There are so
many agents. If I am disappointed by one agent, then I may try
another in a mild temperament—without speaking much against
that previous party.”
It is better that we consider ourselves to be faulty. To put
blame on another’s shoulder – that is ultimately not considered to
be very happy or valuable. We should try and learn to blame ourselves. What is coming from outside I have no concern. The Lord
can see and He sees everything. He is seeing who is responsible.
But, I won’t try to put the blame on others’ shoulders. It will not
be fruitful. I shall gain if I can find fault within myself and not
complain to others about the environment. The environment
should be considered to be within His jurisdiction and it is really
so. I am concerned with seeing the defect in myself only. If I attain
success, I shall try to attribute it to others—to the grace of the
devotees. If any failure, then I shall try to find the cause within
myself. Through this process, we can make real valuable progress
and that is the most universal process of progress—to find fault
with our own selves. I am responsible for this disgraceful condition, but if there is any good, then that is coming from Him. He
is All-Good, He is watching the environment and is in full control.
So, this is included in Him, in God’s party. One party, myself;
another party, God’s. He controls everyone and He is conscious of
their activities.
This position would be very advisable. If without looking
at the fault of others, I can search myself and find out that the fault
is within me and not with them, then this is the key to success in
spiritual life. Ír(mad Bhågavatam has advised us to go on this way.

You will thrive, but when you are finding fault with others, then
you will become a loser. This ßloka from Ír(mad Bhågavatam {tat
te ’nukampå^ su-sam(k!amå@o,etc} is very effective, very true and
safe in all respects. It is also His Grace to be able to see that the
environment is always helpful to you—even in punishment. When
the Mother is punishing the child, it is from the Guardian’s side—
but it is for the good of the child. So, on the whole, the Lord and
His paraphernalia are not vindictive. Yet the punishment comes—
to correct you. They are fully aware of your defects and your real
interest. They are all-affectionate. You are responsible. In this
process, in time you will be purified to the highest degree. So,
don’t go to quarrel with the environment. That environment
which you are presently facing, is a product of your own karma.
You have acquired such environment according to your karma. So,
the environment is produced by your own action. You cannot
lodge any complaint against that as you yourself are responsible.
This is true. If you can accept such a truth in your sådhana in this
life, then in no time at all you shall prosper because Divine Grace
will be attracted most intensely towards you.
o^ tad vi!@o% parama^ pada^ sadå
paßyanti s)rayo% div(va chak!ur-åtatam
tad vipråso vipanyavo jåg±va^sa%,
samindhate vi!@or yat parama^ padam
®g Veda 1.22.20
“His vigilant eye, like the sun, is seeing everything and He is
omniscient. His presiding Guardian-eye over our heads is always
looking for us.”
We shall be able to draw His Sweet attention—His
Divine Grace—towards us very soon if we take this miraculous
process of seeing the defect within us—blaming ourselves and not
the outside environment.
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he ceremony of d(k!a or initiation is that by which the
spiritual Preceptor admits one to the status of a neophyte on the
path of spiritual endeavour. The ceremony tends to confer spiritual enlightenment by abrogating sinfulness. Its actual effect depends
on the degree of willing co-operation on the part of the disciple
and is, therefore, not the same in all cases. It does not preclude the
possibility of reversion on the novice to the non-spiritual state, if
he slackens in his effort or misbehaves. Initiation puts a person on
the true track and also imparts an initial impulse to go ahead. It
cannot, however, keep one going for good unless one chooses to
put forth his own voluntary effort. The nature of the initial
impulse also varies in accordance with the condition of the recipient. But although the mercy of the good preceptor enables us to
have a glimpse of the Absolute and of the path of His attainment,
the seed that is thus sown requires very careful tending under the
direction of the preceptor, if it is to germinate and grow into the
fruit-and-shade-giving tree. Unless our soul of his own accord
chooses to serve K±!@a after obtaining a working idea of his real
nature, he cannot long retain the Spiritual Vision. The soul is
never compelled by K±!@a to serve Him.
But initiation is never altogether futile. It changes the outlook of
the disciple on life. If he sins after initiation, he may fall into
greater depths of degradation than the uninitiated. But although
even after initiation temporary setbacks may occur, they do not
ordinarily prevent the final deliverance. The faintest glimmering of
the real knowledge of the Absolute has sufficient power to change
radically and for good the whole of our mental and physical constitution and this glimmering is incapable of being totally extinguished except in extraordinarily unfortunate cases.
It is undoubtedly practicable for the initiated, if only he is willing,

to follow the directions of the preceptor that lead by slow degrees
to the Absolute. The good preceptor is verily the saviour of fallen
souls. It is, however, very rarely that a person with modern culture
feels inclined to submit to the guidance of another especially in
spiritual matters. But the very person submits readily enough to
the direction of a physician for being cured of his bodily ailments.
Because these latter cannot be ignored without consequences that
are patent to everybody. The evil that results from our neglect of
the ailments of the soul is of a nature that paralyses and deludes
our understanding and prevents the recognitions of itself. Its gravity is not recognized as it does not apparently stand in the way of
our worldly activities with the same directness as the other. The
average cultured man is, therefore, at liberty to ask questions without realizing any pressing necessity of submitting to the treatment
of spiritual maladies at the hands of a really competent physician.
The questions that are frequently asked are as these: ‘Why should
it be at all necessary to submit to any particular person or to subscribe to any particular ceremony for the purpose of realizing the
Absolute Who by His nature in unconditioned? Why should
K±!@a require our formal declaration of submission to Himself?
Would it not be more generous and logical to permit us to live a
life of freedom in accordance with the principles of our perverted
nature, which is also His creation. Admitting that it is our duty to
serve K±!@a, why should we have to be introduced to Him by a
third party? Why is it impossible for one to serve Ír( K±!@a directly?’ It would no doubt be highly convenient and helpful to be
instructed by a good preceptor who is well versed in the Scriptures
in understanding the same. But one should never submit to another to an extent that may furnish a rascal with an opportunity of
really doing harm. The bad preceptor is a familiar character. It is
inexplicable how those gurus who live in open sin contrive never-

theless to retain the unquestioning allegiance of the cultured portion of their disciples.
Such being the case, can we blame any person who hesitates to
submit unconditionally to a preceptor, whether he is good or bad?
It is of course necessary to be quite sure of the bonafide of a person before we accept him even tentatively as our spiritual guide. A
preceptor should be a person who appears likely to possess those
qualities that will enable him it improve our spiritual condition.
Those and similar thoughts are likely to occur to most persons who
have received an English education, when they are asked to accept
the help of any particular person as his spiritual preceptor. The literature, science and art of the West, body forth the principle of the
liberty of the individual and denounce the mentality that leads one
to surrender to however superior a person his right of choosing his
own course. They inculcate the
necessity and high value of having
faith in oneself.

All honest thinkers will realise the logical propriety of the position
set forth above. But most persons will be disposed to believe that a
good preceptor in the above sense may not be found in this world.
This is really so. Both the good preceptor and his disciple belong
to the spiritual realm. But spiritual discipleship is nevertheless
capable of being realised by persons who belong to this world.
Otherwise there would be no religion at all in the world. But
because the spiritual life happens to be realizable in this world it
does not follow that it is the worldly existence that is capable of
being improved into the spiritual. As a matter of fact the one is
perfectly incompatible with the other. They are categorically different from one another. The good preceptor although he appears
to belong to this world is not really of this world. No one who
belongs to this world can deliver us from worldliness. The good
preceptor is a denizen of the spiritual world who has been enabled
by the will of God to appear in this world in order to enable us to
realise the spiritual existence.

The much-vaunted individual liberty is a figment of the diseased
imagination. We are bound willBut the good preceptor claims our
ingly or unwillingly to submit to
sincere and complete allegiance.
the laws of God in the material as
The good disciple makes a comwell as in the spiritual world. The
plete surrender of himself at the
hankering for freedom in defiance
feet of the preceptor. But the subof His laws is the cause of all our
mission of the disciple is neither
miseries. The total abjuration of all
irrational or blind. It is complete
hankering for such freedom is the
on condition that the preceptor
condition of admission to the spirhimself continues to be altogether
itual realm. In this world we desire
good. The disciple retains the right
this freedom but are compelled
of renouncing his allegiance to the
against our will to submit to the
preceptor the moment he is satisinexorable laws of physical nature.
fied that the preceptor is a fallible
This is the unnatural state. Such
creature like himself. Nor does a
unwilling forced submission does
good preceptor accept any one as
not admit us into the spiritual
his disciple unless the latter is prerealm. In this world the moral prinpared to submit to him freely. A
ciple, indeed claims our willing
good preceptor is in duty bound to
submission. But even morality also
renounce a disciple who is not sinis a curtailment of freedom necessicerely willing to follow his instructated by the peculiar circumstances
tions fully. If a preceptor accepts as
of this world. The soul who does
his disciple one who refuses to be
R)p*nuga •ch*ryya
not belong to this world is in a state
wholly guided by him, or if a disciÍr(la Bhakti Rak!ak Sr(dhar
of open or court rebellion against
ple submits to a preceptor who is
Mah*r*j giving spiritual initiation <d(k!a>
submission to an alien domination.
not wholly good, such preceptor
It is by his very constitution capaand such disciple are, both of
ble of submitting willingly only to the Absolute.
them, doomed to fall from their spiritual state.
No one is a good preceptor who has not realised the Absolute. One
who has realised the Absolute is saved from the necessity of walking on the worldly path. The good preceptor who lives the spiritual life is, therefore, bound to be wholly good. He should be wholly free from any desire for anything of this world whether good or
bad. The categories of good and bad do not exist in the Absolute.
In the Absolute everything is good. We can have no idea in our
present state of this absolute goodness. Submission to the Absolute
is not real unless it is also itself absolute. It is on the plane of the
Absolute that the disciple is required to submit completely to the
good preceptor. On the material plane there can be no such thing
as complete submission. The pretence of complete submission to
the bad preceptor is responsible for the corruptions that are found
in the relationship of the ordinary worldly guru and his equally
worldly-minded disciples.
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The good preceptor asks the struggling soul to submit not to the
laws of this world, which will only rivet its chains, but to the higher law of the spiritual realm. The pretence of submission to the
laws of the spiritual realm without the intention of really carrying
them out into practice is often mistaken for genuine submission by
reason of the absence of fullness of conviction. In this world the
fully convinced state is non-existent. We are, therefore, compelled
in all cases to act on make-believes viz. the so-called working
hypotheses. The good preceptor tells us to change this method of
activity that we have learnt from our experience of this world. He
invites us first of all to be really and fully informed of the nature
and laws of the other world, which happens to be eternally and categorically different from this phenomenal world. If we do not sincerely submit to be instructed in the alphabets of the life eternal
but go on perversely asserting however unconsciously our present
processes and so-called convictions against the instructions of the

preceptor in the period of novitiate we
are bound to remain where we are. This
also will amount to the practical rejection of all advice because the two worlds
have nothing in common though at the
same time we naturally fail to understand this believing all the time in
accordance with our accustomed methods that we are at any rate partially following the preceptor. But as a matter of
fact when we reserve the right of choice
we really follow ourselves, because even
when we seem to agree to follow the
preceptor it is because he appears to be
in agreement with ourselves. But as the
two worlds have absolutely nothing in
common we are only under a delusion
when we suppose that we really understand the method or the object of the
preceptor or in other words reserve the
right of assertion of the apparent self.
Faith in the scriptures can alone help us
in this otherwise unpracticable endeavour. We believe in the preceptor with
Ír(la Bhaktisiddh*nta Saraswat( ›h*kur with his disciples
the help of the Íåstras when we underincluding Ír(la Ír(dhar Mah*r*j <middle row far right>
stand neither. As soon as we are fully
convinced of the necessity of submitting
unambiguously to the good preceptor it is then and only then that this world. But the Scriptures themselves declare that they do not
he is enabled to show us the way into the spiritual world in accor- tell us at all of the thing of this world. Those who are liable to be
dance with the method laid down in the Íåstras of that purpose deluded by the arts of pervert yog(s who persuade themselves into
which he can apply properly and without perpetrating a fatal blun- believing that the spiritual is identical with the perversion, distorder in as much as he himself happens to belong to the realm of the tion or defiance of the laws of physical nature. The laws of physical nature are not unreal. They govern the relation of all relative
spirit.
existences. In our present state it is therefore, always possible for
The crux of the matter lies not in the external nature of the cere- another who possesses the power or the knowledge to demonstrate
mony of initiation as it appears to us because that is bound to be the merely tentative character of what we choose to regard as our
unintelligible to us being an affair of the other world, but in the deepest convictions by exposing their insufficiency or inapplicabilconviction of the necessity and the successful choice of a really ity. But such surprises as they belong to the realm of the phenomgood preceptor. We can attain to the conviction of the necessity of enal, have nothing to do with the Absolute. Those who have an
the help of a good preceptor by the exercise of our unbiased reason unspiritual partiality for scholarship or for magic fall into the
in the light of our ordinary experience. When once this conviction clutches of the pseudo-religionists. The serious plight of these vichas been truly formed Ír( K±!@a Himself helps us in finding the tims of their own perversity will be realised from the fact that no
really good preceptor in two ways. In the first place he instructs us one can be delivered from the state of ignorance by the method of
as regards the character and functions of a good preceptor through compulsion. It is not possible to save the man who refuses on printhe revealed Íåstras. In the second place He Himself sends to us the ciple to listen to the voice of reason. The empiric pedants are no
good preceptor himself at the moment when we are at all likely to exception to this rule.
benefit by his instructions. The good preceptor also comes to us
when we reject him. In such cases also it is certainly K±!@a Who The plain meaning of the Íåstras should, therefore, be our only
sends him to us for no reason what so ever. K±!@a has revealed guide in the search of the good preceptor when we actually feel the
from eternity the tidings of the spiritual realm in the form of tran- need of his guidance. The Scriptures have defined the good prescendental sounds that have been handed down in the records of ceptor as one who himself leads the spiritual life. It is not any
the spiritual Scriptures all over the world. The spiritual Scriptures worldly qualifications that make the good preceptor. It is by unrehelp all those who are prepared to exercise this reason for the pur- served submission to such a preceptor that we can be helped to repose of finding not the relative but the Absolute Truth to find out enter into the realm that is our real home but which unfortunatethe proper instructor in accordance with their directions. The only ly is veritable terra incognita to almost all of us at present and also
good preceptor is he who can make us really understand the spiri- impossible to access by body and mind alike which is the result of
tual scriptures and they enable us realise the necessity and the the disease of abuse of our faculty of free reason and the consenature of submission to the processes laid down in them. But there quent accumulation of a killing load of worldly experiences which
is still every chance of foul play. A very clever man or a magician we have learnt to regard as the very stuff of our existence.
may pass himself off as a person who can properly explain the
Scriptures by means of his greater knowledge or deceptive arts. It
is very important, therefore, that we should be on our guard
against such tricks. The Scholar as well as the magician pretends to
explain the Scriptures only in terms of the object or happenings of
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hen our previous unconsciously accumulated
{ajåta} and consciously
acquired {jåta} spiritual merit
{suk±ti} coalesced into firm faith
{ßraddhå} in the association of the
devotees
{sådhu-sa&gha},
we
requested and received initiation
from Srila Gurudeva, and we began
our real devotional life {bhajanakriyå} under his direction and guidance.
By studying the scriptures {ßåstras} in the association of the
senior Vai!@avas {sådhus}, we learned that the spiritual world was
far beyond the purview of our senses {adhok!aja} or anything that
we have experienced here in this land of exploitation, and that the
only way that we could gain entrance into that land of dedication
was by developing a sincere mood of humility and service to an
ambassador from that world.
We understood that knowledge of that transcendental world
{tad viddhi} could be obtained only by exclusive surrender
{pra@ipåtena} to a pure devotee who is living on that plane of reality {jåninas tattva-darßina%}, and that if that we inquired submissively {paripraßnena} and served him faithfully {sevayå}, he would
bless us by removing our blindness {upadek!yanti te jåna^} so that
we too could have a clear vision of that supreme reality {tattvadarßina%}.
When Srila Gurudeva initiated us into the chanting of the
Hare K±!@a maha-mantra, he told us that in order to chant the
holy name of K±!@a properly {k(rtan(ya% sadå hari%}, we had to
develop humility {t±@åd api sun(chena}, tolerance {taror api
sahi!@unå}, and respect for everybody {månadena}, without any
desire for our own prestige {amåninå}. We in turn promised to
avoid the ten offenses against the Holy Name and we vowed to
maintain our purity by following the four regulative principles: to
abstain from meat eating, illicit sex, intoxication, and gambling.
But over the years our previous karma returned to flatter us,
and so many desires and mundane activities {that we thought we
had given up forever¡} returned to clamor for our attention and
vitiate the solemn vows that we made. And now we mumble our
mantras and preoccupy ourselves with ecclesiastical rituals rather
than the high ideal for which we joined the mission, and we still
think that we are doing okay¡
How important is it that we are true to our vows anyway?
The word on the street is that the Ír( Chaitanya Såraswat Ma$h is
pretty lax when it comes to the rules, regulations, and regulative
principles, as long as we are engaged in service...
Let’s go to Ír(la Gurudeva—the personification of the Ír(
Chaitanya Såraswat Ma$h—for our answer. Some time ago Ír(la
Gurudeva was sitting here on his veranda in Calcutta, talking to
Madhus)dan Prabhu in Hawaii, for his popular Internet radio
program:
“We are preaching in a very simple way,” he said. “Chant
Hare K±!@a without offense, be humble, be tolerant, and give honour to others. All over the world, our preaching style is like that.
And we are not only preaching this, but we are trying to practice
this as well.”
Then Ír(la Gurudeva’s voice became grave, and he began to
lament:
“When we joined the mission, when we took initiation, we
made a promise to ourselves and to our guru, but now we are for-

getting our promise. Circumstances are changing our promise, and
we are becoming a slave to circumstances.”
“That is not acceptable,” Ír(la Gurudeva said emphatically.
“It is not palatable, not recognizable. But this is the fact: our devotees are very sweet devotees, very good devotees, but when they are
forgetting their promise, that becomes painful. Which way will we
adjust with our life and practicing procedures? Very difficult.”
This damning indictment should be a wake-up call to all sincere disciples. How have we—and I am the biggest culprit in this
regard—allowed ourselves to conveniently “forget” the solemn
promise that we made to ourselves and to our guru? How has our
original ideal been so compromised? How have we become such
“slaves to circumstances”?
A theoretical understanding of K±!@a consciousness is not
enough. If we want to be successful, we have to practically apply
the K±!@a consciousness philosophy—the instructions of Ír(la
Gurudeva—to our daily lives. We have to “talk the talk” and “walk
the walk.”
Ír(la Guru Maharaj {Ír(la Bhakti Rak!ak Ír(dhar Mahåråj}
has given us several aphorisms: Dive deep into reality; die to live;
progress means elimination and new acceptance. What do they
mean? These are not sound bites, but the distilled essence of our
philosophy. If we meditate on these s)tras they will revolutionize
our conception of K±!@a consciousness.
“Dive deep into reality” means we cannot just scratch the
surface of K±!@a consciousness and expect to get something substantial. And “Die to live” means that we have to completely dissolve our false ego in order to gain entrance into the transcendental world.
To develop a proper understanding {eva^ yo vetti tattvata%}
of K±!@a’s transcendental Pastimes {janma karma cha me divyam},
we have to “dive deep into reality,” by going beyond our former
material bodily conception of life {tyaktvå deha^}. In other words,
we have to “die,” or withdraw our consciousness from this plane of
misconception {punar janma naiti} in order to live in the transcendental world of K±!@a {måm eti so}.
We do not have to physically die before some golden chariot arrives to take us to heaven¡ Even while in this world {(hå yasya},
if we engage ourselves exclusively in the Lord’s service {harer dåsye}
with our body, mind, and words {karma@å manaså girå}, then even
though we may appear to be living in this material world according to mundane vision {nikhilåsv apy avasthåsu}, we are actually on
the spiritual plane because our consciousness is liberated {j(vanmukta% sa uchyate}.
Progress means elimination {eho båhya} and new acceptance
{åge kaha åra}. As we progress in spiritual life, our previous misconceptions about K±!@a consciousness will be eliminated {jåne
prayåsam udapåsya}. Whatever our present state of consciousness
{sthåne sthitå%}, the more we submissively hear {sruti-gatam} from
Guru and Vai!@ava, the more our consciousness will be inexorably
elevated {jito ’py asi} from body to mind to intelligence {tais trilokyåm} to the spiritual world.
K±!@a consciousness is dynamic and ever fresh {nava-yauvana^} but we are stagnating—“slaves to circumstances”—
because we have broken our promise to Ír(la Gurudeva and are not
properly following the process that he outlined for us.
If we do not correct ourselves—if the instructions from Ír(la
Gurudeva’s lotus mouth {guru-mukha-padma-våkya} do not find a
place in our heart {chittete koriyå aikya} and become the exclusive
goal of our lives {åra nå koriho mane åßå}—we will remain stuck in
this plane of misconception forever.
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RUSSIA

USA

Hawaii
Sri Chaitanya Sridhar Govinda
Mission
RR1 Box 450-D, Crater Road
Kula, Maui, HI 96790, U.S.A.
Phone & Fax: (808) 878-6821
www.krsna.cc/

Pin 107031,
Moscow, Bolshoy Kiselnyy
side-street 7/2,
Russia
Phone/fax: +7 (095) 928-8855,
928-7404
Pin 197229 St. Petersburg,
p.Lahta
St. Morskaya b.13
Russia
Phone: +7 (812) 238-2949,
973-5881, 115-1788,
Fax: +7 (812) 351-4080
SOUTH AMERICA
Brazil
Sri Chaitanya Sridhar Govinda
Seva Ashram
Krishna Sakti Ashram, P.O.
Box 386
Campos do Jordao, Sao
Paulo, Brazil
Phone: (012) 3663 3168
Venezuela
Sri Chaitanya Sridhar Govinda
Seva Ashram
Avenida Tuy con Avenida
Chama
Quinta Parama Karuna,
Caracas, Venezuela
Phone: [+58] 212-754 1257
AUSTRALIA
Sri Govinda Dham
P.O. Box 72, Uki, via
Murwillumbah
N.S.W. 2484, Australia.
Phone: (0266) 795541
Web:
www.mandala.com.au/dham/

For a full list of centres please visit us on the Web at www.scsmath.com

xistence
without
consciousness
is to exist with
no purpose.
But when
existence is
endowed with
consciousness,
it can search
for its own
good; ecstacy
Ír(la Bhakti Rak!ak Sridhar Dev-Goswåm( Mahåråj

